Quesada Commercial Centre La Laguna
Indian Ocean Restaurant
THERE ARE plenty of Indian restaurants in and around the
Costa Blanca, but there are precious few which can claim to
serve authentic British curries. The British curry has a style and a
taste very much its own, and requires knowledge and training
from the UK to be able to reproduce it properly. To taste a totally authentic British curry,
cunningly crafted using spices imported straight from the UK, pop down to the Indian Ocean
restaurant at Doña Pepa and let Mohsin and his team take care of you. You won’t be
disappointed!
They also do takeaway!
Address: Urb Dona Pepa Calle Villena
Phone: (0034) 966 718 211

222 Ristorante Italiano
Restaurant serves Italian pizza and pasta, their ravioli fungi with
white truffle sauce is to die for and the pasta is just wonderful. And
please try the carpaccio starter, always, always magnificent!
They also do takeaway and delivery!
Address: Doña Pepa, Local 8 by La Laguna Hotel
Phone: (0034) 965 725 801

The Little Don Carlos Café and Bar
The Little Don Carlos is owned by the Old Don Carlos in Quesada
Town, however, very different, a small bar with good tapas not too
much going on, but if you fancy a quite drink give it a try, very
Spanish.
Address: Doña Pepa, Local 7 by La Laguna Hotel
Phone: (0034) 966 717 587

Hotel La Laguna Restaurant Café and Bar
This 4 star hotel is situated at the bottom of Dona Pepa, The Naranjay Chocolate is a fantastic
restaurant that offers a menu inspired by the locality and the abundant fresh produce and also
serves a delicious international menu. Enjoy an excellently prepared cocktail at the hotel bar.
Address: Avda Antonio Quesada Doña Pepa
Phone: (0034) 965 725 577

China Town Laguna Restaurant
This restaurant offers either an a la carte selection or a set price
buffet. The buffet offers a good choice of approximately 12
starters and about 20 main courses of lamb, beef, pork and
chicken, as well as soups, shredded crispy duck, rice or
noodles and vegetables. A vegetarian selection is also
available. The food is cooked fresh to order and served at the
table and the staff are always very pleasant and obliging.
Good food, good value, good service.
They also do takeaway!
Address: Local 11-12, Urb. Dona Pepa
Phone: (0034) 966 719 966

Edina's Bar & Grill
Edina's Bar and Grill serves breakfasts, special meal deals and Sunday lunches they also have
various evening entertainment see board outside for details.
Address: Zona Services ll local 9 Urb. Dona Pepa
Phone: (0034) 672 787 769

